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ABSTRACT

The concept of doping inorganic semiconductors enabled their successful
application in electronic devices. Furthermore, the discovery of metal-like
conduction in doped polymers started the entire field of organic electronics. In the
present theoretical study, we extend the concept of doping to monomolecular wires
suspended between two metal electrodes. Upon doping, the conductivity of
representative model systems is found to increase by two orders of magnitude. More
importantly, by providing a thorough understanding of the underlying mechanisms,
our results pave the way for the development of novel molecular components
envisioned as functional units in nanoscale devices.

2

The technological relevance and the functionality of semiconducting materials originates
in the fact that their conductivity and the band alignment at interfaces with other
materials can be controlled through doping. This has ultimately led to the multitude of
(opto)electronic devices that impact almost every aspect of modern life. Likewise, the
entire field of organic electronics originates in the discovery of metal-like conduction in
poly(acetylene) doped with iodine1, 2 and doping organic semiconductors has been found
to enhance the performance of plastic electronic devices.3,

4

Here, we consider the

ultimate miniaturization of such devices and theoretically investigate the doping of
molecular wires in single-molecule junctions, where an organic molecule is suspended
between two metal electrodes.5-10 For representative model systems, we find that, upon
doping, the molecular conductivity is enhanced by more than two orders of magnitude in
the technologically relevant low-bias region. Going significantly beyond previous
work,11,

12

we elucidate the microscopic origin of this dramatic effect and present an

intuitive picture which rationalizes our observations in terms of Fermi-level pinning.13-15
The mechanism underlying the doping-induced changes in conductivity is, thus, found to
differ markedly from those in both inorganic and organic bulk semiconductors, as it
hinges entirely on the re-alignment of the frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) relative to the
Fermi level (EF) of metal contacts. Our results permit shedding new light on recent
theoretical11, 12, 16-23 and experimental work.8-10, 16, 17, 24 Most importantly, however, the
provided insights into the working principles of doping pave the way for the rational
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design of novel functional components for sensing and switching on the single-molecule
scale as well as for the development of highly responsive surfaces and interfaces.
As an instructive example for an entire class of materials, we focus on a molecular
wire consisting of a prototypical -conjugated molecule which, for the purposes of this
study, can also be viewed as a small piece of graphene or simply as an intrinsic (i.e.,
undoped) semiconductor: a dithiol derivative of pyrene where the thiol groups are
separated from the -conjugated core by a methylene (i.e., -CH2-) spacer (Fig. 1a). A
molecular junction5-10 is built by contacting this molecule on both sides (via replacement
of the S-H bonds with S-Au bonds) by a semi-infinite gold electrode (Fig. 1b-c). The
electronic structure of the entire system was calculated at the density-functional theory
level and the zero-bias transmission of the junction was obtained through the LandauerBüttiker formalism,25, 26 i.e., no explicit voltage drop across the junction was considered.
As the system is symmetric (Fig. 1), the current through the molecular wire at a given
bias voltage, V, is then given by the integral over the transmission between the symmetric
limits of EF ± e×V/2 (with e denoting the elementary charge), taking into account an
electronic temperature of 300 K (see Supporting Information for further details on the
system setup and the computational methodology).

To investigate the effect of doping, we first follow the original strategies in the
field of conducting polymers. There, n-type doping has been achieved by exposing the
organic semiconductor to alkali metals2,

12

and p-type doping through treatment with

halogens.1, 11 Through a redox reaction, the molecules are rendered radical-anions in the
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former and radical-cations in the latter case. At high doping levels (on the order of %) the
generated charge carriers lead to an increase of the bulk electrical conductivity by several
orders of magnitude.1,

2, 27

Here, we chose a single Na or Cl atom, placed above the

central C-C bond of the model molecule (Fig. 1b); the optimized vertical distances to the
molecular plane are dNa = 2.49 Å and dCl = 2.95 Å. As expected,27,

28

we observe

pronounced charge transfer between dopant and molecule in both cases (a Mulliken
analysis yields +0.32 e on the Na+ and −0.32 e on the Cl- counter-ion, where e denotes the
elementary charge). In Fig. 2a, the simulated current-voltage characteristic, I(V), of the
junction is shown for both the undoped and the redox-doped molecule. Most strikingly,
the shape of the I(V) characteristic (below 1.2 V) qualitatively changes from concave to
convex upon doping, the current is seen to increase by up to two orders of magnitude in
this low-voltage window, and the transport gap vanishes. However, as discussed in, e.g.,
Ref. 24, doping molecular wires with only Coulomb-bound counter-ions may not
constitute the most practical approach since diffusion of these ions and their drift due to
the high electric fields in nanometer-sized junctions can lead to fluctuations in the local
geometry and, as a result, to instabilities of the molecular I(V) characteristics.

In contrast to “external” redox doping, we thus considered next the possibility of
“internal” doping: In conventional silicon technology, doping is realized by substituting
group-IV silicon atoms in the crystal lattice with group-V elements (e.g., P) for n-type
and group-III elements (e.g., B) for p-type doping. At finite temperature, group-V atoms
can donate an electron into the conduction band of the semiconductor while group-III
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atoms can inject a hole into the valence band; through this mechanism, the concentration
of free charge carriers is increased and, consequently, the electrical conductivity of the
material rises dramatically. Similarly to this scenario and in a way reminiscent also of the
doping of carbon nanotubes,29-31 we replace one of the two (symmetry-equivalent) central
C-atoms (4 valence electrons) in our model molecule with nitrogen or boron (Fig. 1c).32
Nitrogen, having 5 valence electrons, adds an extra electron (n-doping) into the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the molecule in the junction, i.e., the
“conduction band” of the single-molecule semiconductor. Boron, with 3 valence
electrons, adds an additional hole (p-doping) into the “valence band” of the molecular
wire, i.e., its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). Since, in contrast to doping
with Cl- or Na+, the molecule remains electrically neutral, no counter-ions are required to
stabilize the unpaired electron. Interestingly, the increase in current through the N- and
B-doped molecular wires at low bias (below 1.2 V) is calculated to be even more
pronounced (Fig. 2b) than in the case of redox doping (Fig. 2a). Again, the shape of the
I(V) characteristic qualitatively changes from concave to convex and the transport gap
vanishes.

To rationalize this dramatic increase in conductivity, it is helpful to first analyze
the electronic structure of the undoped molecule in the junction. The density of states
projected onto the molecular region (PDOS) is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3a for that
case. A peak is observed at  0.6 eV below and  1.8 eV above EF. The right panel of
Fig. 3a shows the 3D representations of the local density of states (LDOS), i.e., the
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number of states per volume element and energy interval, integrated over a 30 meV
energy window around these peaks. The densities are fully delocalized across the
junction and, in the region of the molecule, they can be identified as originating from its
HOMO and LUMO, respectively. In contrast, around EF, significant density is found only
within the metal and none is seen on the molecular core. As expected, the calculated
transmission T(E), i.e., the “transparency” of the junction for an incident ballistic electron
with energy E, exhibits a sharp peak (Fig. 3b) at the HOMO energy ( −0.6 eV) as the
electronic states at that energy fully bridge the gap between the electrodes (Fig. 3a). The
resulting I(V) characteristics of the undoped molecule and, in particular, its transport gap
(Fig. 2) can now be understood: The current stays low until the HOMO enters the bias
window (around 1.2 V in the symmetric junction assumed here) and then rises sharply
as a continuous transport channel becomes available (Fig. 3). Qualitatively, the situation
described above is encountered in most molecular junctions:5-10 EF lies within the energy
gap of a closed-shell molecular wire, its doubly occupied HOMO lies well below EF, and
the empty LUMO lies above; one observes very low current at low bias and a non-linear
increase of the current at higher voltage as transmission channels successively become
available.

Importantly, the energy of the ionization and affinity levels of the free molecule
prior to contact with the metal are largely inconsequential for the level alignment after
contact. Bond formation between metal and molecule gives rise to interfacial potential
steps that shift the frontier MOs in energy.33-36 Their final alignment relative to the Fermi
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level depends on the chemical “anchoring” group35, 37-41 and on atomistic details of the
docking geometry38, 42-44 as long as EF remains well within the molecular gap. Should,
however, EF approach one of the frontier MOs, then the mechanism sketched in Fig. 4a
starts dominating the interface energetics: Starting with, e.g., the Fermi level close to the
fully occupied HOMO would lead to occupied states on the molecule above EF (left
panel). As the electron chemical potential equilibrates, charge flows from molecule to
metal (center panel). Even small amounts of charge transfer between the metal and the
delocalized HOMO (extending to far above the metal surface) result in appreciable dipole
moments. These give rise to interfacial potential steps,33-36 which push the now somewhat
emptied HOMO down below EF (right panel). The Fermi level is pinned13-15 to the
HOMO onset. In other words, the delocalized frontier MOs of linear closed-shell
molecular wires “standing” on an electrode surface cannot easily be moved into
resonance with EF.23, 39-50

The scenario changes drastically upon doping. As, in principle, internally doped
systems can be expected to be of higher practical relevance (vide supra), we focus in the
following on the nitrogen- and boron-doped molecular wires. However, the rationale
below equally applies to the Cl-- and Na+-doped cases (see Supporting Information). In
the calculated PDOS of the N- and B-doped molecules (Fig. 5), a peak is now found
virtually in resonance with EF in both instances (46 meV above and 22 meV below EF,
respectively). Visualization of the LDOS around EF (Fig. 5) reveals that, in contrast to the
undoped molecule (Fig. 3a), a continuous transport channel is available at that energy;
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the electronic states in the gold leads around the Fermi level now extend across the entire
junction, i.e., their metallic character “spills over” onto the doped molecule. The presence
of fully delocalized states around EF manifest itself in a pronounced transmission peak
close to that energy and T(EF) is more than two orders of magnitude higher for the N- and
B-doped molecules than for the undoped closed-shell system (Fig. 3b). The availability of
such transport channels already at vanishing bias causes the steep initial increase in I(V)
and the disappearance of the transport gap observed in Fig. 2b. As soon as the entire
transmission feature lies within the bias window (at ca. 0.3 V), the current through the
junction is a factor of 200 higher than in the case of the undoped molecule (Fig. 2b) in the
same low-voltage regime.51

Interestingly, the PDOS peak at EF in the N-doped case (Fig. 5) is related to the
LUMO of the undoped molecule (Fig. 3a) and the peak at −2.2 eV clearly corresponds to
its HOMO. In essence, the frontier MOs the N-doped system are shifted down in energy
(by  1.7 eV) whereas the levels of the B-doped molecule are lifted up (by  0.5 eV) with
respect to the undoped situation.52 Importantly, these shifts cannot arise from dopinginduced changes in the HOMO- or LUMO-energies of the free molecule,34-36 as these are
calculated to be less than ±0.08 eV. A fundamentally different mechanism is at work
here: In contrast to the undoped species, the doped molecules are radicals, i.e., they
contain an odd number of electrons (open-shell systems) and their highest MO is only
singly occupied (SOMO). In the case of Cl-- and Na+-doping, the entire counterion/molecule charge-transfer complex should be seen as one radical species; the only
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partially charged (vide supra) molecular wire by itself cannot, strictly speaking, be
regarded as radical-ion. The internally doped systems are neutral radicals. In contrast to
the closed-shell situation discussed above, occupied states on the molecule are now only
encountered above the Fermi level if the SOMO peak were slightly above EF (Fig. 4b,
left panel). Then, charge flows from radical to metal (Fig. 4b, center panel). Owing to the
high molecular density of states at energies around the SOMO and due to its extension to
far above the metal surface, already vanishing amounts of charge transfer can give rise to
sizeable interface dipoles. The resulting potential steps push the SOMO back down in
energy to reach the equilibrium situation where EF lies right at the SOMO peak (Fig. 4b,
right panel). In other words, the delocalized SOMO of linearly extended radicals
“standing” on a metal electrode is efficiently pinned13-15 at EF due to its single occupation
(see Supporting Information for a discussion of spin polarization).23,

39-50

Ideally, this

should be the case regardless of docking chemistry or atomistic details of the
metal/molecule contact geometry.

In the following, we discuss recent observations in view of the doping
mechanism outlined above. For cobaltacene-based molecular wires, Liu et al. have
reported pronounced transmission peaks around EF.20-23 In contrast, for ferrocene
compounds, EF was found to lie well within the molecular gap.20, 22 While these findings
have been rationalized on the basis of the respective MO energies,21, 22 our results point
towards a different origin of the observed energy-level alignment: Cobaltocene is a
neutral radical with Co contributing the unpaired electron; in such a situation, the SOMO
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is pinned at EF (Fig. 4b). Ferrocene, on the other hand, is a priori a closed-shell system
and, therefore, EF must be expected to lie within the molecular gap (Fig. 4a).17,

53

Remarkably, the data on cobaltocene presented in Ref. 23 indicate that the energetic
position of the SOMO (pinned at EF) is indeed insensitive to atomistic details in the
contact geometry at the metal/molecule interface, which is generally not the case for the
alignment of EF with the frontier MOs of closed-shell molecular wires.38, 42-44 This further
supports the notion that pinning is indeed the dominant driving force for the interfacial
energy-level alignment in these systems (vide supra).

Another potentially affected area are single-molecule transport measurements
under electrochemical potential control.8-10,

16, 24

There, changes in the molecular

conductivity with applied overpotential are usually explained in terms of a continuous
tuning of the energy offset between the Fermi level of the metallic contacts and the
frontier MOs of the molecular wire. Although the experimentally encountered situation is
certainly more complex than the scenario of redox-doping discussed above (Figs. 1b and
2a), our findings suggest an alternative interpretation: Varying the potential of the
contacts changes the concentration of ions present in the molecular junction. It has been
shown previously18,

19, 54

that co-adsorption of ions on the electrodes can impact the

interfacial energy-level alignment and, moreover, ions in the junction are likely to
oxidize/reduce the molecular wire. Notably, our results (Figs. 1b and 2a) indicate that this
causes a re-alignment of its frontier MOs with the Fermi level of the contacts and can,
thus, give rise to sizeable variations8-10, 16 (or fluctuations24) of the current through the
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junction. (see Supporting Information for an extended discussion including the effects of
multiple doping).
To summarize, as opposed to conventional organic and inorganic semiconductors,
it is not the increase in free charge carriers but the pinning of partially filled orbitals to
the electrode Fermi level that gives rise to the doping-induced conductivity increase in
molecular wires. Thus, neutral radicals in particular, can be regarded as the singlemolecule analog to degenerately doped semiconductors (i.e., EF within the conduction or
valence band) or metals (i.e., high DOS around the Fermi level and Ohmic contact). In
addition to more apparent guidelines for the design of desirable neutral radicals (e.g.,
structural rigidity and the presence of chemical anchoring groups5-7), we emphasize that
their SOMO must be delocalized over the entire molecular backbone to provide a
continuous transport channel between the electrodes. Note that the neutral radicals
discussed here were chosen to most clearly convey the mechanism of doping and its
underlying principles; removing, e.g., the methylene linkers between the pyrene core and
the thiol groups leads to the charge rearrangements occurring upon metal/molecule
bonding to compete with the pinning mechanism discussed above (cf. Ref. 23). More
rewarding synthetic targets could be based, e.g., on the structures recently proposed by
Crivillers et al.55 or on organo-metallic transition-metal complexes with -conjugated
ligands (which are of interest also for molecular spintronics).17, 20-23, 56

Such molecules can serve as low-resistance interconnects in nano-scale
electronics and other applications, e.g., in “metallic paints” on the basis of metal
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nanoparticles solubilized with a ligand shell of this type. While the process of doping
expounded here might bear relevance for the development of graphene-based electronics
(in terms of, e.g., atomic-scale p-n junctions), the major potential for neutral radicals lies
in sensing and switching at the single-molecule level: Manipulating the (de)localization
of the SOMO via interaction with electric fields or relevant analytes as well as
oxidizing/reducing or (de)protonating the neutral radical species can be expected not only
to switch the low-bias molecular conductivity over many orders of magnitude, but also to
significantly impact the (opto)electronic surface properties of a supporting substrate.
Finally, self-assembled monolayers of highly conducting molecular wires can facilitate
electrically contacting living cells, which is challenging with untreated metals or
semiconductors due to their bio-incompatibility.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of the investigated molecule, (b) geometry of the
undoped and Cl-- as well as Na+-doped species in the molecular junction, and (c)
geometry of the N- and B-doped molecule in the junction.

Figure 2. (a) Calculated current-voltage characteristics, I(V), of the undoped, Cl--, and
Na+-doped molecule and (b) calculated I(V) characteristics of the undoped, N-, and Bdoped molecule.

Figure 3. (a) Calculated density of states (in arbitrary units) projected onto the molecular
region (PDOS) of the junction containing the undoped molecule (left panel); the origin of
the energy scale is the common Fermi level (EF) of the system. The right panels shows
the local density of states integrated over a 30 meV energy window around the peak
indicated HOMO in the left panel (bottom, red), around EF (center, orange), and the
LUMO peak (top, blue). (b) Calculated transmission function, T(E), for the undoped
(grey) as well as the N-doped (blue) and B-doped (violet) molecules; the vertical line
indicates the position of EF.
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Figure 4. Schematic of the mechanism of energy-level alignment at the metal/molecule
interface for (a) closed-shell molecular wires and (b) monoradicals. (a) From left to right:
(i) When the highest occupied orbital (HOMO) of the molecular wire approaches the
Fermi level (EF) of the electrode, occupied states are found on the molecule above EF. (ii)
Charge flows from the molecule into the metal to establish a common electron chemical
potential. (iii) The resulting dipole layer creates a step in the electrostatic potential across
the metal/molecule interface (white-and-black contour), which pushes the HOMO back
down below EF. The reverse argument holds for the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.
(b) Similar considerations lead to the pinning of the singly occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO) of a monoradical to the Fermi level (see text for details). Symmetric reasoning
holds for the situation where the SOMO initially lies below EF.

Figure 5. (a) Calculated density of states projected onto the molecular region (PDOS) of
the junction containing the N-doped (blue) and B-doped (violet) neutral radicals (center);
the vertical axis with its origin at the common Fermi level (EF) of the system represents
energy in eV. The left panels show the local density of states (LDOS) integrated over an
energy window of 30 meV around the HOMO-derived peak in the PDOS (bottom, red)
and around EF (top, orange) in the case of N-doping. The right panels show the LDOS
integrated over an energy window of 30 meV around EF (bottom, orange) and the
LUMO-derived peak in the PDOS (top, blue) for the B-doped case.
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Figure 1 (single column)
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